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Abstract
In order to curb the negative impact of changes on a project, it is crucial to implement change management. This study investigated the current practice of managing change order in the Nigerian Construction Industry. A wide-ranging literature review and questionnaire survey was conducted to gain in-depth understanding of change management. Stratified random sampling was used to sample 240 respondents (including architects, quantity surveyors, building engineers and building service engineers. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 22 was used for data analysis. The analysis results established that change management application is at 15% in Nigeria which is relatively low. Contentment with outdated methods of construction and high application cost, as well as lack of knowledge was the major drawbacks to change management. Respondent perceived benefit included faster response to change order; reduce time and human resource use. Completion schedule delay; bureaucracy-based client management, and poor coordination and documentation were the three major problems associated with construction industry practice presently. The paper concludes that based on perceived benefits attributed to change
management, it is important that professional institutions encourage the adoption of change management through organised workshops and training.
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Introduction

Unlike manufacturing, the design and production function in construction projects are conventionally separated and are performed by different professionals or organisations working independently (Ojo, Adeyemi & Fagbenle, 2007). This organisation characteristic of the construction industry makes construction projects complex and prone to changes or variations during the construction phase (Oladapo, 2007). The complexity of construction projects must result in change in the construction project (Oloo, Munala & Githae, 2014). According to Ssegawa et al. (2002) as cited in Alsuliman, Bowles & Chen (2012) "changes in construction projects can be set off by as simple as a change of mind on the part of the project sponsor, their consultants or unanticipated issues raised by the main contractor or nominated sub-contractors". "Any additions, deletions, modification to scope, work state, process or methods that differ from the initial construction plan or specification is change" (Park, 2002).

Managing project changes in Nigeria has been guided by the building contract in place for a particular building project. With the sole aim of maximising the benefit and minimizing the penalties and ensuring that both advantages and penalties are distributed reasonably. The commonly used form of a building contract is that prepared by Federal Ministry of Works and Housing. As a result, the overall change management efficacy varies per project depending on project nature, size and the level of experience of project consultants/participants. However, it is believed that with appropriate change management practice this scenario can change because preventive measures for potential changes can be planned and those changes that have already occurred can be resolved in a timely and systematic manner. This will ensure successful project execution and management and lead to more revenue for the Nigeria economy. With this argument in mind, the purpose of this paper is to investigate the current status of change management and its drawbacks as well as problems associated with current practice.

Literature Review

According to Arain & Pheng (2005), change order at the design stage is totally unlike the construction stage. This is because the changes during the design phase do not require any rework or demolition on the construction site. This implies that, the earlier changes are rectified, the lesser negative impact it will have on the project. Furthermore, conflict over project changes can be minimized when the problem is identified at the earlier phase of the project (Hwang & Low, 2012). This has been acknowledged in more ways than one. For instance

- Mendelsohn (1997) stated that 75% of the problems on site were generated at the design stage (as cited in Babatunde, Babalola, Jagboro & Opawole, 2012)
- Ndihokubwayo (2008) noted that clients who spend more time and money at the design stage reduce variation orders
- Oladapo (2007) stressed that change order at the design stage leads to poor performance, whether they are owner initiated or consultant-initiated
According to (Arain & Pheng, 2007) change orders are managed more easily at the earlier phases of a project, for example, during the design phase, simply because these changes do not require any rework or demolition.

If the construction world were ideal, there would be no change orders, however, in the real world change is an inevitable situation in construction projects. It is therefore, not unusual for literature to focus on the testing and theorisation of how such orders can best be managed. In fact diverse strategies have been acknowledged as useful in managing change order. For over two decades, researchers have put forth theories and models on how to manage change orders (Krone, 1991; Stock & Singh, 1999; Harrington, Conner, Horney, 2000; Gray & Hughes, 2001; Ilbs, Wong & Kwak, 2001). In recent times, Charoenngam et al.(2003) presented a web-based project management and a change order management system (COMS) specifically developed for coping with changes in construction projects. Standard web technologies were used and a change order procedure involving workflows roles/actors' documents, record keeping and a centralized database were developed. Lee & Pena-Mora (2005) used system dynamics to build dynamic project models to assist planning and control of construction projects. This dynamic projects model captured several non-value adding change iterations. The simulation is demonstrated using a case study in roads and bridges construction, and many change option policy implications were summarized based on this case study. Sun, Senaratne, Fleming, Motowa & Yeoh (2006) designed a change management toolkit for construction projects that includes a change dependency framework, a change prediction tool, a workflow tool, and a knowledge management guide.

On their own part, Ipek & Ömer (2007) investigated requirement-design-relationships that enable traceable requirement in architectural design. They developed a prototype system called Design Track and Used Leed requirement as a case study. Motowa, Anumba, Lee & Pena-Mora (2007) presented some preliminary results on proactive change management through an intergraded change management system composed of an unclearlogic-based change prediction model and a system dynamics model based on the Dynamic planning and control Methodology (DPM). Similarly, Isaac & Navon (2008) have proposed a construction change tool(CCT) which creates requirement traceability through links between client requirements and the building design. They believe that numbers of changes or the impact of changes can be controlled by capturing client requirement accurately at the beginning of the project and through the requirement traceability that is built up afterwards. Most recently Arain (2008) presented a knowledge-based decision support system (KBDSS). The system consists of two main components for selecting appropriate controls: knowledge-base and a controls selection shell. This supports management providing accurate and timely information for decision making and a user-friendly system for analyzing and selecting the control for change orders.

**Methodology**

Survey research design was used to conduct this study. Structured questionnaires were used as the main instrument for collecting data. The questionnaires were used to elicit opinions from core construction professionals namely: architects, quantity surveyors, building...
engineers and building service engineers. The questionnaires were divided into three parts. The first part requested the respondent's profile, and the second and last parts consisted of questions that focused on obstacles and perceived advantages of having a change order management system. A stratified random sampling procedure was engaged to obtain the required sample size of the population in the Nigerian construction industry. The choice of public building is informed by the fact that "government share in the construction industry is above 75 percent of the construction sector" (Omole, 2000.P21). A total of 240 questionnaires were administered out of which 214 were returned representing a 90% response rate, which is above the recommendation by Naou, (2007) for a structured questionnaire survey. It also compares well with the 95% response rate of Toor & Ogunlana (2008). The Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) Version 22 was used to run descriptive analysis correlation and reliability tests.

**Result and Discussion**

**Change Management Status**

The findings of this study show that there is currently no formalised change management system in the Nigerian construction industry. The findings reveal that 15% of respondents claimed they knew a fair amount about change management system, while 85% claimed that they knew nothing about change management. Further enquiry indicates that current practice is based on valuation of change order approach provided in building contracts. According to Ramus, Birchall, & Griffiths (2006), it involves:

(i) Identifying the change order (Architect Instruction)

(ii) Evaluating and valuing of change order

(iii) Approving and documenting

(iv) Implementing change order by contractor

This finding is in line with the study of Olateju, Abdul-Azeez & Alamutu (2012) that discovered that project management tools and techniques are still not well implemented in most public agencies in Nigeria. Change management is one of the project management practices that help in problem solving when change occurs in a project and it also helps reduce change effect that may occur and disturb the project moving ahead (Zhao, Lv, Zuo & Zillante (2009).

**Drawbacks to Change Management Application**

In Table 2, the drawbacks to the application of change management in public agencies were analysed.
Table 2. Drawbacks to Change Management Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contentment with current method</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High application cost</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of knowledge</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People refusing to learn</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of sufficient contracts</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of awareness</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown, the crucial obstacle is contentment with the current method; high application cost and lack of knowledge. These finding are in line with Olateju et al., (2011) who identified lack of in-depth knowledge of project management and high application cost as obstacles to implementing PM tools and techniques by public institutions in Nigeria. In Singapore Hwang & Low (2012) identified that being comfortable with a particular method as one of the barriers to change management by construction companies. Changing a process requires both human resources and technical requirements to support it and all these require some monetary investment. Respondents revealed therefore that staff prefers to remain with methods they are used to than make a change.

Perceived Benefits of Change Management

Perceived benefit of employing change order management were examined in Table 3.

Table 3. Perceived Benefits of Change Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fast response to change</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced time</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced human resource requirements</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost saving</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project risk improvement</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All respondents agreed that good change management would lead to a faster response to change order. Other benefits of good change management include: reduced time taken and human resources spent on a project. This further supports the importance of change management. This finding is in line with those of Hwang & Low (2012); Motowa et al., (2007) and Olateju et al., (2011) who noted that the application of project management tools and techniques improves processes.

**Current Problems Associated with Current Practice**

Table 4 shows what was considered problems associated with the current practice in building construction.

Table 4. Current Problems Associated with Current Practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completion schedule delays</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucracy of client</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor coordination &amp; documentation</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late design change</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay in the procurement process</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The respondents were presented with five (5) options and were asked to indicate which of these options affected the managing of change orders the most. Table 4 indicates that delays in the procurement process, completion schedule delay, and bureaucracy in public institution in effecting change were the three major problems associated with the current practice. This finding compares with that of Alsuliman et al., (2012) who also found that bureaucracy of public client was one of the problems associated with variation management in Saudi Arabia. Documentation of a change is said to be a vital element in any change management system and the lack of it can jeopardize the right of a contractor to collect fair compensation for a change (Al-Dubaisi, 2000).

**Implication of Findings**

The implication of this finding is that the Nigerian construction industry does not enjoy the advantages of change management processes which include: reduction in processing cost, reduced timelines, standardization of methods of managing change orders, streamlining steps of managing change order easier, proper documentation, and a decline in error rates.

**Recommendations**

Based on the findings on perceived benefits, it is recommended that the Nigerian construction industry needs to embrace change management. Additionally, since every evolution in
expertise in this century has being accomplished with advances in computer science, embracing change management can be achieved by

(i) The federal government needs to use change management software on all projects. This software should be one that is easy to configure, easily incorporated with other systems and provides a high level of computerization without encumbering users.

(ii) Different professional institution need to organize workshop and training courses on change management processes.

(iii) Undergraduate Contract Administration curricula should include change management at for all building construction students.

**Conclusion**

This paper set out to investigate the current management status of change management in Nigeria and to explore the obstacles and advantages of implementing change order management.

Based on the result of this study, change management in Nigeria is relatively low. Contentment with current methods and high application cost, as well as lack of knowledge were the major drawbacks to change management. Respondent perceived that advantages of change order management included: faster response to change order; reduce time spent and reduce human resource required. While completion schedule delay; bureaucracy in public institution and poor coordination and documentation were the three major problems associated with the current practice.
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